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To protect, restore and enhance the ecological system.

To provide an opportunity to share their views on the conservation of Nature.

To preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment.

To enhance the thinking and learning skills of the students^

DESCRIPTION:

"The Eartii has music fo,- thcs.^ '.''.'i^:,t ii3a3r;"

- Wiiliam Shakespeare

To understand our mother earth one needs to iook deep into it. If you truly love nature you will find
beauty everywhere. Conservation of Nature refers to the preservation of resources that are produced
naturally. These include water, sunlight, atmosphere, minerals, land, vegetation and aninrals. Many of
these resources are depleting at a rapid pace due to over utilization. The importance of conservation of
nature must be understood and steps must be taken to ensure the ecological tlalance. Conservation of
nature implies the conservation of resources that are formed naturally, without any human
intervention. The importance of conservation of natural resources has been stressed upon ofterr
enough as it is essential for maintaining a balanced environment on earth.

To inculcate the same feelings in our youths our school has organized an extempore on the
tlpic "Rendezvous with Nature", All the participants presented with great zeal and enthusiasm and put
forti-, their views witlr utmost interest. Four students from each sections came up and presented their
views on how do they feel about the beauty of the nature. While all the students had their own
perspective about the same not only the content was good but also the way they showcased their
confidence, communication skills and clarity of speech influenced the audience to a great extent. Their
speeches were not only informative but also an eye opener for all of us. Overall, it was a great event
and a pleasure to see tl;e young talents exhibiting theirthinking and speafing skills on the stage.
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